Rubral modulation of breathing.
What is the topic of this review? Rubral modulation of pontomedullary respiratory rhythm and pattern generating circuitry powerfully contributes to regulation of breathing. What advances does it highlight? Studies have demonstrated extensive rubromedullary and rubrospinal projections to zones generating and organizing the respiratory rhythm and pattern. Rubral modulation of respiratory output effects inspiratory expiratory phase transitions with stimulation generating inhibitory or excitatory responses of medullary inspiratory and expiratory units. The red nucleus mediates hypoxic ventilatory depression, integrates respiratory output with oromotor and locomotor activity, and modulates respiratory output during noxious stimulation. Although normal triphasic eupnoea can be produced by the pontomedullary respiratory network after pontomesencephalic transection, the midbrain provides important modulation of respiration. Specifically, stimulation of the red nucleus elicits inspiratory inhibition, as manifest in the phrenic neurogram, in addition to excitation and inhibition of individual medullary respiratory-related units, with the majority of premotor units that receive rubral modulation being inhibited. Stimulation of the red nucleus also induces respiratory phase transitions, which appear to be pontine independent. These effects might be mediated by rubrobulbar and/or rubrospinal tracts. Although lesioning of the red nucleus does not alter respiration in normoxic conditions, it eliminates hypoxic ventilatory depression, which is the second phase of the biphasic ventilatory response to low oxygen tension. The finding that the red nucleus also plays a role in anti-nociception suggests that it might coordinate respiratory responses during noxious stimulation and, given that the red nucleus regulates upper limb flexors, it might represent one region in a distributed bulbar network contributing to respiratory-locomotor integration. Modulation of jaw opening by the red nucleus would support a model whereby it coordinates oromotor activity with breathing. Thus, the multiplicity of roles played by the red nucleus aptly position it to coordinate respiration in a variety of behavioural states. In this review, we seek to highlight the different features and regional specializations of the rubral contribution to respiratory control and underscore its vital importance to breathing in the freely behaving mammal.